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Let someone else do the heavy lifting for a low, low price! 

Saturn offers home delivery of domestic appliances and TVs 
for just €19 – and takes care of everything 

 
 Save up to €80 on premium delivery from 12 to 24 March for an 

extra-low price  
 Covers large domestic appliances, built-in units and TVs from 43 

inches  
 Includes delivery at a requested date and time as well as 

installation, connection and a brief tour 

 
Ingolstadt 12.03.2018: “We’ll take care of everything!” Saturn is promising its 
customers during its service promotion from 12 to 24 March. Anyone purchasing 
a large domestic appliance or a television 43 inches or more in size and costing at 
least €299 will be charged just €19 for premium service, saving up to €80. Premium 
service includes delivery at a date and time of your choosing as well as installation 
or erection and connection. In addition, customers will be given a brief tour of their 
new acquisition, enabling them to start using it straightaway. All Saturn stores in 
Germany and Saturn’s webshop are taking part in the promotion. 
 
Transporting unwieldy appliances home, expertly installing them and then studying the 
instructions aren’t everybody’s cup of tea! And no matter how thin modern TVs are, 
they’re still heavy items thanks to the large screen sizes popular nowadays. It therefore 
makes sense to take the easy option with large new purchases from the outset! 
 
The reassuring feeling of being looked after by professional service engineers 
For large domestic appliances, built-in units and giant TVs, Saturn offers a premium 
service – a no-hassle package for maximum customer satisfaction. Instead of wasting 
time, energy and sweat lugging bulky items home, enjoy the relaxing feeling of having 
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friendly, experienced and professional service engineers take care of transporting and 
fitting your new appliance. 
 

 
 
They’ll deliver it to your home at a date and time of your choosing and install it in line 
with your wishes. And they’ll even walk you through your new acquisition, something 
which is particularly helpful – for once you’ve grasped the basics, everything else will fall 
into place. Finally, Saturn’s experts will even take away the packaging and, if you like, 
dispose of the appliance that’s being replaced. The promotional price of €19 is an 
unbeatable offer which is unlikely to be repeated any time soon – so don’t miss this 
opportunity if you’re already thinking of buying a new appliance! 
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About Saturn 
Saturn turns technology into an experience for its customers and shows them how modern tech can enhance their lives. 
Founded in 1961, Saturn is now an independent sales brand under the auspices of the MediaMarktSaturn Retail Group, 
Europe’s number one consumer electronics retailer. In Germany, Saturn has 158 stores and employs around 9,000 
people. Altogether, there are about 200 Saturn stores in four European countries. Saturn’s spacious stores are known for 
their attractive locations, their wide range of brand-name products sold at value-for-money prices, and excellent service 
and advice. Saturn’s brick-and-mortar business in Germany is closely integrated with its online shop www.saturn.de as 
well as mobile, app-based shopping. Under this multi-channel strategy, Saturn customers benefit from both the 
advantages of online shopping and the personal advice and services offered by local stores. 


